Abstract. Applying the QCD sum-rule machinery in the so-called local-duality shape to heavy-light mesons reveals that, as a consequence of the non-zero mass gap between up and down quarks, the leptonic decay constants of the neutral and charged versions of the D, D * , B and B * mesons differ by approximately 1 MeV.
For convenience, in order to remove necessary subtraction terms and to suppress contributions of hadronic excitations and continuum, usually a Borel transformation from one's momentum variable to some Borel parameter, called τ, is performed. The actual shape of such a QCD sum rule depends on its detailed formulation, reflected by a positive integer exponent N = 0, 1, . . . : 
On its QCD side, the three important ingredients are the τ-dependent [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] effective threshold s (N) eff (τ, m Q , m q , α s ), constructed such as to guarantee mutual cancellation of perturbative-QCD and hadron contributions above the threshold to the utmost achievable degree; the perturbative spectral density ρ(s, m Q , m q , α s | m sea ), experiencing also the masses m sea of the sea quarks and expressible as an expansion ( Fig. 1 ) in powers of α s depending on the renormalization scale µ,
and the τ-dependent power corrections Π The partitioning of nonperturbative contributions between power corrections and effective threshold reflects, in general, the details of the problem to which the QCD sum rule is applied. By considering, however, the local-duality limit τ → 0 of Eq. (1) for the handpicked exponent N = 0 such that all power corrections vanish we may achieve to shift all of the nonperturbative burden to the effective threshold. With all power corrections gone, Eq. (1) simplifies to [8] [9] [10] 
All spectral densities required as input are known up to order O(α s m q ) and O(α 2 s m 0 q ) [11] [12] [13] [14] . However, we first must ensure the well-definiteness of the local-duality limit τ → 0 of Eq. (1).
The dependence on the Borel parameter τ of our effective threshold s power (τ, m Q , m q , α s ,, . . . ) under the "disguise" of some quantity
is explored, for the three most interesting values N = 0, 1, 2 of the exponent N, in Fig. 2 for the pseudoscalar mesons and in Fig. 3 for the vector mesons. For the cases N = 0 and N = 1, the τ behaviour of the power corrections at τ = 0 is regular: for N = 0, all power corrections vanish,
for N = 1, the power corrections approach a finite value. In contrast to this, for the case N = 2, due to an involvement of also log(τ) terms the power corrections exhibit singularities at τ = 0.
Hence, in our pursuit of local-duality QCD sum rules the exponent of choice must read N = 0. 
Triumph: Local-Duality Outcomes for Decay-Constant Differences
By collecting the available pieces of information about the m q dependence of all the quantities entering in our local-duality limit (3) of the QCD sum rule (1), we extract the isospin-breaking difference f H d − f H u from the difference of an associated function ̥(s eff (m q ), m q | m sea ), Eq. (3): All dependence on the light-quark mass m q of our predictions for leptonic decay constants f H q by the local-duality QCD sum rule (3) originates in precisely two sources of different type:
1. The impact of the spectral density can be trivially inferred from existing knowledge due to perturbation theory. Equation (5) already takes into account that in this difference the contributions of strange sea quarks cancel. This reduces the uncertainties considerably.
2. The situation with the effective threshold is more delicate: we model it by allowing for a continuous variation of m q within [0, m s ] and matching all results for f H q to lattice QCD in three neighbouring ways, see Fig. 4 for charmed quarks and Fig. 5 for bottom quarks.
In proper naming, our results for the heavy-light meson decay-constant differences are [8] [9] [10] f Strong isospin breaking in these heavy-light-meson decay constants is pretty close to 1 MeV.
